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the tale starts in may well 2008 the place our hero, Jonathan Dobeck, now 89 years previous
lies demise in Walter Reed Hospital. even as his spouse and youngsters are on the White
apartment the place the President is set to award Jon the Medal of Honor. the tale then travels
again in time to 1941 while Jon and his destiny wife, Lauren meet. he's at MIT learning
advanced puzzles and decoding codes. His brilliance doesn't cross left out by way of the sign
safeguard Agency, a forerunner of the CIA, and he's recruited by way of An Honor Delayed it to
aid within the code-breaking actions opposed to our enemies throughout the war. in the course
of his tenure at Arlington Hall, he turns into concerned with a stunning co-worker. After a brief
while, it turned obvious to Jon that this lady and a few others on the facility will be traitors. He
makes his superiors conscious of the placement they usually ask him to proceed the affair to
determine if she is disloyal. He maintains the affair. as a result of his love for his fiancee Lauren,
he's racked with guilt. His paintings uncovers espionage. Having confirmed to his superiors at
Arlington that he's indispensable, they suggest him to turn into the assistant to common Archer,
who's An Honor Delayed one of many nice fictional war-time heroes during this story. Jon
enters the warfare with the rank of complete Captain. After D-Day, Jon accompanies Archer in
addition to a detachment folks infantrymen to fulfill the fictitious common Dichter for a key
method assembly open air of Bastogne, Belgium. simply because the assembly was once to
take place, the Germans attacked with complete fury, killing approximately twenty US soldiers.
Archer, Dichter and 5 different survivors have been all gravely wounded. Jon, critically wounded
himself manages to avoid wasting the survivors whereas single-handedly killing at the very least
ten of the enemy soldiers, a few in hand-to-hand combat. Jon is usually recommended for the
Medal of Honor. The succeeding chapters of the e-book challenge Jon's tenure on the CIA and
numerous exploits he had there in the course of his career.
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